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YOU‘VE MADE THE RIGHT CHOICE! We have designed this product to operate reliably over many years. Please read this User‘s Manual carefully, so that you can begin making optimum use of your Cameo Light product quickly. Learn more about Cameo Light on our website WWW.CAMEOLIGHT.COM.
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ITALIANO DMX



FOR EQUIPMENT THAT CONNECTS TO THE POWER MAINS: 22. CAUTION: If the power cord of the device is equipped with an earthing contact, then it must be connected to an outlet with a protective ground. Never deactivate the protective ground of a power cord. 23. If the equipment has been exposed to strong fluctuations in temperature (for example, after transport), do not switch it on immediately. Moisture and condensation could damage the equipment. Do not switch on the equipment until it has reached room temperature. 24. Before connecting the equipment to the power outlet, first verify that the mains voltage and frequency match the values specified on the equipment. If the equipment has a voltage selection switch, connect the equipment to the power outlet only if the equipment values and the mains power values match. If the included power cord or power adapter does not fit in your wall outlet, contact your electrician. 25. Do not step on the power cord. Make certain that the power cable does not become kinked, especially at the mains outlet and/or power adapter and the equipment connector. 26. When connecting the equipment, make certain that the power cord or power adapter is always freely accessible. Always disconnect the equipment from the power supply if the equipment is not in use or if you want to clean the equipment. Always unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet at the plug or adapter and not by pulling on the cord. Never touch the power cord and power adapter with wet hands. 27. Whenever possible, avoid switching the equipment on and off in quick succession because otherwise this can shorten the useful life of the equipment. 28. IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Replace fuses only with fuses of the same type and rating. If a fuse blows repeatedly, please contact an authorised service centre. 29. To disconnect the equipment from the power mains completely, unplug the power cord or power adapter from the power outlet. 30. If your device is equipped with a Volex power connector, the mating Volex equipment connector must be unlocked before it can be removed. However, this also means that the equipment can slide and fall down if the power cable is pulled, which can lead to personal injuries and/or other damage. For this reason, always be careful when laying cables. 31. Unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet if there is a risk of a lightning strike or before extended periods of disuse. 32. The device must only be installed in a voltage-free condition (disconnect the mains plug from the mains). 33. Dust and other debris inside the unit may cause damage. The unit should be regularly serviced or cleaned (no guarantee) depending on ambient conditions (dust etc., nicotine, fog) by qualified personnel to prevent overheating and malfunction. 34. Please keep a distance of at least 0.5 m to any combustible materials. 35. Power cables to power multiple devices must have a cross-section of at least 1.5 mm². Within the EU, the cables must correspond to H05VV-F, or similar. Suitable cables are offered by Adam Hall. With these cables, you can connect multiple devices via the power OUT connection to the power IN connection of an additional device. Make sure that the total current consumption of all connected devices does not exceed the specified value on all connected devices (label on the device). Make sure to keep power cable connections as short as possible.
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1. Please read these instructions carefully. 2. Keep all information and instructions in a safe place. 3. Follow the instructions. 4. Observe all safety warnings. Never remove safety warnings or other information from the equipment. 5. Use the equipment only in the intended manner and for the intended purpose. 6. Only use suitable fixtures and original accessories. Make sure that brackets are correctly installed and secured. Make sure that the device is secured with the provided securing materials and if suspended, ensure that it is secured with a safety cable in accordance with local regulations. 7. During installation, observ e the applicable safety regulations for your country. 8. Never install and operate the equipment near radiators, heat registers, ovens or other sources of heat. Make certain that the equipment is always installed so that is cooled sufficiently and cannot overheat. 9. Never place sources of ignition, e.g., burning candles, on the equipment. 10. Ventilation slits must not be blocked. 11. This appliance is designed exclusively for indoor use, do not use this equipment in the immediate vicinity of water (does not apply to special outdoor equipment - in this case, observe the special instructions noted below). Do not expose this equipment to flammable materials, fluids or gases. 12. Make certain that dripping or splashed water cannot enter the equipment. Do not place containers filled with liquids, such as vases or drinking vessels, on the equipment. 13. Make certain that objects cannot fall into the device. 14. Use this equipment only with the accessories recommended and intended by the manufacturer. 15. Do not open or modify this equipment. 16. After connecting the equipment, check all cables in order to prevent damage or accidents, e.g., due to tripping hazards. 17. During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 18. If your equipment is no longer functioning properly, if fluids or objects have gotten inside the equipment or if it has been damaged in anot her way, switch it off immediately and unplug it from the mains outlet (if it is a powered device). This equipment may only be repaired by authorized, qualified personnel. 19. Clean the equipment using a dry cloth. 20. Comply with all applicable disposal laws in your country. During disposal of packaging, please separate plastic and paper/cardboard. 21. Plastic bags must be kept out of reach of children.
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CAUTION: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover (or back). There are no user serviceable parts inside. Maintenance and repairs should be exclusively carried out by qualified service personnel. The warning triangle with lightning symbol indicates dangerous uninsulated voltage inside the unit, which may cause an electrical shock. The warning triangle with exclamation mark indicates important operating and maintenance instructions.
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Warning! This symbol indicates a hot surface. Certain parts of the housing can become hot during operation. After use, wait for a cool-down period of at least 10 minutes before handling or transporting the device.



Warning! This device is designed for use below 2000 metres in altitude.
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Warning! This product is not intended for use in tropical climates.



Caution! Intense LED light source! Risk of eye damage. Do not look into the light source.
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CAUTION! IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT LIGHTING PRODUCTS! 1. The product has been developed for professional use in the field of event technology and is not suitable as household lighting. 2. Do not stare, even temporarily, directly into the light beam. 3. Do not look at the beam directly with optical instruments such as magnifiers. 4. Stroboscope effects may cause epileptic seizures in sensitive people! People with epilepsy should definitely avoid places where strobes are used.
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CLPSTDTW CONTROL FUNCTIONS 1-channel, 2-channel 3-channel sound to light, 3-channel DIR, 3-channel CCT, 9-channel and 13-channel DMX-control Master/Slave operation Standalone operation
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FEATURES DMX-512. 12 x 10W 3in1 LEDs (amber, warm white, cool white). Colour temperature from 1600K to 6800K. Emulation of a halogen spotlight by "dim to warm" technology. 16-bit dimmer. 4 dimmer curves. Strobe. Operating voltage 100–240 V AC. Power consumption 130 W. The spotlight features the RDM standard (remote device management). Remote device management allows the user to view status and configuration of RDM terminals via an RDM-capable controller.
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CONNECTIONS, OPERATING AND DISPLAY ELEMENTS
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1 POWER IN
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Neutrik powerCON power input socket for power supply to the device. A suitable power cable is included. 2 POWER OUT Neutrik powerCON power output socket for the power supply of additional CAMEO spotlights. Ensure that the total current consumption of all connected devices does not exceed the value specified on the device in amperes (A). 3 FUSE
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Fuse holder. Fuse T2AL/250 V (5 x 20mm). IMPORTANT: Replace the fuse only with a fuse of the same type and value. In the event of repeated fuse failure, please contact an authorised service centre. 4 DMX IN Male 3-pin XLR socket for connection to a DMX control device (e.g. DMX console). 5 DMX OUT Female 3-pin XLR socket for sending the DMX control signal.
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6 LC DISPLAY Illuminated LC display shows currently active mode and the menu items in the Edit menu. 7 CONTROL BUTTONS MODE – press MODE to access the selection menu for system settings. Press repeatedly to go back to the main display. ENTER – press ENTER to access the menu levels to make value changes, and to access the sub-menus. Confirm value changes by pressing ENTER. UP and DOWN – select individual menu items in the selection menu (system settings, operating mode etc.) and in the sub-menus. and to change a value, such as the DMX address.
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8 EYELET FOR SECURING CABLE Overhead installation must only be carried out by qualified personnel. A suitable safety cable must be fitted to the floodlight’s eyelet to ensure that it does not fall down.
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OPERATION PLEASE NOTE
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• As soon as the spotlight is correctly is connected to the power supply, the following will be displayed in succession: “Update Wait...” (only for service purposes), “Welcome to Cameo”, the model name and the software version. After this process, the lamp is ready for operation and starts in the previously selected mode. • If the DMX or slave operating mode is activated and there is no control signal at the DMX input, the display will start to flash after a few seconds. • After approximately 30 seconds of inactivity, the display will automatically show the currently active operating mode. • Press MODE to go up one level in the menu structure.
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CONFIGURE DMX START ADDRESS Press the MODE button repeatedly until “Menu” is displayed on the top line of the display. Use the UP and DOWN keys to select the menu item “DMX Address” and press ENTER. Using the UP and DOWN buttons, configure the desired DMX start address and press ENTER to confirm. The DMX mode will start simultaneously. Menu structure Menu DMX Addr



ENTER UP/DOWN



DMX Addr 001



DMX Addr 511



–



ENTER
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CONFIGURING DMX MODE (DMX Mode) Press the MODE button repeatedly until “Menu” is displayed on the top line of the display. Use the UP and DOWN keys to select the menu item “Menu DMX Mode” and press ENTER. Now select the desired DMX operating mode with the buttons UP and DOWN and confirm with ENTER. Comprehensive DMX tables can be found in these instructions under “DMX CONTROL”. Menu structure Sound to light
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Menu DMX Mode



ENTER UP/DOWN



DMX Mode 1CH



/



DMX Mode 2CH



/



DMX Mode 3CH STL



/



/



DMX Mode 09CH



/



Correlated Colour Temperature



Amber - WW - CW
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DMX Mode 3CH DIR



/



DMX Mode 13CH



ENTER



DMX Mode 3CH CCT



STANDALONE MODES Press the MODE button repeatedly until “Menu” is displayed on the top line of the display. Use the UP and DOWN keys to select the menu item “Menu StaAlone” and press ENTER. Now select the desired standalone operating mode with the buttons UP and DOWN and confirm with ENTER.
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Menu structure Menu StaAlone
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ENTER UP/DOWN



StaAlone Auto



/



StaAlone Sound



/



StaAlone TunWhite



/



StaAlone Static



ENTER



StaAlone CCTMacro



/



STANDALONE AUTOMATIC CONTROL MODE (Auto)
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Select “Auto” as previously described in STANDALONE MODES and confirm with ENTER. Under “Program” you can now use the UP and DOWN keys to select the Fade or Jump modes. Under “Speed” you can adjust the running speed from 000 to 100 and under “Intens” you can adjust the brightness from 000 to 255. Confirm all entries with ENTER. Menu structure ENTER UP/DOWN



Auto Program



Auto Speed



/



/



Auto Intens



ENTER / UP - DOWN



ENTER / UP - DOWN



ENTER / UP - DOWN



Program Fade / Jump



Speed 000 - 100



Intens 000 - 255



ENTER



ENTER



ENTER
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StaAlone Auto



STANDALONE SOUND-CONTROL MODE (Sound)
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Select the sound-control mode as previously described in STANDALONE MODES and confirm with ENTER. Now you can adjust the sensitivity of the built-in microphone as required with the UP and DOWN keys (Mic sens 000-100). Confirm your entry with ENTER. Menu structure StaAlone Sound



ENTER UP/DOWN



MicSens 000 - 100



ENTER



STANDALONE MODE CCT MACROS (CCTMacro)
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Select the mode “CCT Makros” as previously described in STANDALONE MODES and confirm with ENTER. Using the UP and DOWN buttons, select the preset with the desired colour temperature and press ENTER to confirm. You can now adjust the brightness of the corresponding presets with the UP and DOWN keys. Confirm your entry with ENTER. CCT presets available: 1600K, 2000K, 2500K, 3000K, 3200K, 3500K, 4000K, 4500K, 5000K, 5600K, 6000K, 6500K, 6800K. Menu structure ENTER UP/DOWN



CCT 1600K - 6800K



ENTER UP/DOWN



Intens 000 - 255



ENTER
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StaAlone CCTMacro



STANDaLONE MODE TUNABLE WHITE (TunWhite) Select “TunWhite” as previously described in STANDALONE MODES and confirm with ENTER. To achieve the desired colour temperature, select the menu item “TunWhite CCT” with the UP and DOWN keys, confirm with ENTER and then use the UP and DOWN keys to select a value between 000 and 255 (000 = 1600K, 255 = 6800K). Confirm the entry with ENTER, then select the menu item “TunWhite Intens” with the UP and DOWN keys, confirm with ENTER and adjust the brightness with the UP and DOWN keys as required from 000 to 255. Confirm with ENTER. Menu structure TunWhite CCT



/



TunWhite Intens



ENTER - UP / DOWN



ENTER- UP / DOWN



CCT 000 - 255



Intens 000 - 255



ENTER



ENTER
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ENTER UP/DOWN



DMX



StaAlone TunWhite
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STANDALONE MODE STATIC (Static)
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Select the mode “Static” ias previously described in STANDALONE MODES and confirm with ENTER. Overall brightness, strobe, amber, cool white (C White) and warm white (W White) can now be configured separately to create an individual scene. Menu structure ENTER UP/DOWN



StaAlone Static



Static Intens



Static Strobe



/



/



Static Amber



/



Static C White



Static W White



/
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ENTER - UP / DOWN



ENTER - UP / DOWN



ENTER - UP / DOWN



ENTER - UP / DOWN



ENTER - UP / DOWN



Intens 000 - 255



Strobe 000 - 255



Amber 000 - 255



C White 000 - 255



W White 000 - 255



ENTER



ENTER



ENTER



ENTER



ENTER



Please refer to values and descriptions of the stroboscope function as listed in the table below: Strobe
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Values



Description



000 – 005



Strobe open



006 – 010



Strobe closed



011 – 033



Pulse random, slow -> fast



034 – 056



Ramp up random, slow -> almost



057 – 079



Ramp down random, slow -> almost



080 – 102



Random Strobe Effect, slow -> fast



103 – 127



Strobe Break Effekt, 5s…..1s (Short burst with break)



128 – 250



Strobe slow -> fast fast



057 - 079



Ramp down Random, slow -> fast



080 - 102



Random Strobe Effect, slow -> fast



103 - 127



Strobe Break Effekt, 5s…..1s (Short burst with break)



128 - 250



Strobe slow -> fast fast



057 - 079



Ramp down Random, slow -> fast



080 - 102



Random Strobe Effect, slow -> fast



103 - 127



Strobe Break Effect, 5s…..1s (Short burst with break)



128 - 250



Strobe slow -> fast fast



034 - 056



Ramp up Random, slow -> fast



057 - 079



Ramp down Random, slow -> fast



080 - 102



Random Strobe Effect, slow -> fast



103 - 127



Strobe Break Effect, 5s…..1s (Short burst with break)



128 - 250



Strobe slow -> fast 
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Studio PAR 64 CAN RGBWA+UV 12 W (WH) Studio PAR DTW 

05.04.2018 - CameoÂ® is a brand of Adam Hall Group. Adam Hall GmbH - Adam-Hall-Str. 1 - D-61267 Neu-Anspach - Germany. Telefon +49 (0) 6081 / 94 ...
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elation dtw par 300 - user manual 030817 

if the product is purchased within the United States of America, including ... implied warranties made by Elation ProfessionalÂ® in connection with this product, ...
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elation dtw par 300 - user manual 030817 

if the product is purchased within the United States of America, including ... implied warranties made by Elation ProfessionalÂ® in connection with this product, ...
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studio par 64 can - Symetry 

materials, liquids or gases. ..... ity of this user's manual is prohibited. ... GerÃ¤t nicht sofort ein, wenn es starken Temperaturschwankungen ausgesetzt war (bei-.
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studio par 64 led can 

Please read this User's Manual carefully, so that you can begin making optimum use of your Cameo ...... FrÃ©quence de rafraÃ®chissement 3000 Hz. â€¢ Puissance .... EN 3-pin XLR socket for looping through the DMX control signal. DE 3-polige ...
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studio par 64 can AWS 

Alimentazione: 110 V - 250 V AC, 50/60 Hz. Potenza assorbita: 170 W. Collegamento alimentazione elettrica: Cavo di rete con spina tedesca (tipo E/CEE 7/7). Materiale cassa: Metallo. Colore cassa: Nero. Raffreddamento: Ventola. Potenza di illuminazion
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studio par 64 can - LTT Versand 

until it has reached room temperature. â€¢ If your product fails to ... flicker free 3W TRI LEDs. â€¢ Sound control via internal microphone. â€¢ Colour change speed and strobe effect adjustable via control panel. â€¢ Multi-colour changes. â€¢ Master/
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Studio PAR 64 CAN RGBWA+UV 12 W (WH) Studio 

05.04.2018 - CameoÂ® is a brand of Adam Hall Group. Adam Hall GmbH - Adam-Hall-Str. 1 - D-61267 Neu-Anspach - Germany. Telefon +49 (0) 6081 / 94 ...
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pixbar dtw pro - AUDIENS 

Please read this User's Manual carefully, so that you can begin making .... Comprehensive DMX tables can be found in the
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studio mini par cob 30w dmx control table 

STUDIO MINI PAR COB 30W. DMX CONTROL TABLE. 2-CHANNEL MODE. CHANNEL. VALUE. FUNCTION. CH1. 000 - 255. Master dimmer (0 - 100%). CH2.
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studio mini par q 4w w dmx control table 

Dimmer curve selection on unit. Dimmer curve 01CU linear, "halogen behaviour". Dimmer curve 02CU exponential, "halogen behaviour". Dimmer curve 03CU ...
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studio par 64 can rgba q 8w dmx control table 

FUNCTION. CH1. 000 - 255. Master dimmer (0 - 100%). CH2. 000 - 016. Red ... 204 - 220. Bright Magenta. 221 - 237. Cold White. 238 - 255. Warm White.
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studio mini par q 8w dmx control table 

000 - 080. Colour Macros: 000 - 004. Blackout. 005 - 010. Red. 011 - 015. Green. 016 - 020. Blue. 021 - 025. White. 026 - 030. Yellow. 031 - 035. Cyan.
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STUDIO 

seufzt: â€žThomas Alva Edison hat mal gesagt: â€šKreativitÃ¤t ist 1 Prozent. Inspiration und 99 Prozent Transpiration.' Genau so ist es. Manch- mal machen wir fast ...
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Compre un par, llévese otro par 

SE OFRECEN DESCUENTOS PARA MIEMBROS DE AARP Y AAA. Se aceptan la mayoría de los seguros. ¡La mayoría de los anteojos se
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dmhp2015 par 
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STUDIO ONE 

408. 208.58. 113.42. 8.61. 86.55. N/A. 2. 2. 2. SOLD. E 409. 128.91. 62.32. 11.13. 55.46. N/A. 1. SOLD. Depto. 410. 205.
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STUDIO 01 

Ubicación en la torre. Ubicación en la planta. 1 recámara + 1 baño + cocina + comedor + estancia + clóset de aseo adaman
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ficha Studio 

000356021. Espejo Studio. Wengue. Chocolate. Roble gris. 000356011. Espejo Studio. Nogal. Wengue. 603. Nogal. 601. Choco
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Aiseesoft Studio 

[01:20:47]- Aiseesoft iPad 2 Video Konverter Where to Download Discount Code. (Aiseesoft Studio). Hi there shopper! Are you currently looking for Aiseesoft iPad 2 Video Konverter bonus coupon codes? *. Well continue on read our article relating to Ai
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PAR 64 CAN 

During installation, observ e the applicable safety regulations for your country. ...... Colour change speed and strobe effect adjustable via control panel ...... cables, IP65 power extension cables and adapter cables, is available on the Internet at
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FLAT PAR CAN 

MANUAL DE USUARIO ..... For optimum data transmission, it is ... Weight: 1.2 kg. Other Features: Absolutely silent thanks to convection cooling, dual bracket ...... ATTENTION : TERMINAISON (RÃ‰SISTANCE DE CHARGE EN FIN DE CHAÃŽNE).
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OUTDOOR PAR CAN 

FR Vous avez fait le bon choix! Cet appareil a Ã©tÃ© dÃ©veloppÃ© et fabriquÃ© en appliquant des exigences de qualitÃ© trÃ¨s Ã©levÃ©es: il garantit des annÃ©es de fonctionnement sans prob- lÃ¨me.Veuillez lire attentivement ce Manuel Utilisateur : vous
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Brochado - Sin Par 

6,0 mm. Referencia. Número de encomenda. Dimensiones de ranura. DIN. Dimensões da ranhura DIN. Ancho Dmin t. Largura w r
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